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Abstract— In this paper are presented test measurements of a 

fibered-OSLD system performed during a dedicated 
experimental phase in EOLE zero-power reactor. The 
measurement setup consists of an OSLD crystal connected onto 
the extremity of an optical fiber and a laser stimulation system, 
manufactured by the CEA/LIST in Saclay. The OSL sensor is 
remotely stimulated via an optical fiber using a diode-pumped 
solid-state laser. The OSL light is collected and guided back 
along the same fiber to a photomultiplier tube. Results obtained 
using this system are compared to usual gamma heating 
measurement protocol using OSLD pellets. The presence of 
induced radio-luminescence in the OSLD during the irradiation 
was also observed and could be used to monitor the gamma flux. 

The feasibility of remote measurements is achieved, whereas 
further developments could be conducted to improve this 
technique since the readout procedure still requires to withdraw 
the OSLD off the gamma flux (hence from the core) on account of 
the dose rate (around a few Gy.h-1), and the readout time remains 
quite long for on-line applications. Several improvements are 
foreseen, and will be tested in the forthcoming years. 

Index Terms— nuclear heating, optical fibers, optically 
stimulated luminescent dosimeters, remote readout 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE accurate determination of nuclear heating in
materials is a major issue for the development of nuclear 

technology and in particular the design of new core concepts, 
such as the Jules Horowitz material testing reactor [1].

In material testing reactors the neutron and gamma flux 
levels allow to measure directly the nuclear heating by 
calorimetry based techniques for instance. In mock-ups or 
zero-power reactors (ZPRs), such as EOLE and MINERVE 
reactors at Cadarache [2], the low operating level – typically 
from some watts to some kilowatts – requires the use of 
different methods such as dosimetry. In the past few years, 
several experimental programs [3][4] were devoted to the 
improvement of gamma heating measurements using thermo-
luminescent and optically stimulated luminescent dosimeters 
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(TLDs and OSLDs, respectively). However, the main
drawback of nuclear heating measurement in low-power 
reactors remains the off-line gamma heating estimation, given 
that both TLD and OSLD stimulations (thermal and optical 
respectively) allowing the readout of the absorbed doses can 
only be performed after irradiation and out of core. To 
circumvent this disadvantage, an effort is being made on the 
development of in situ and on-line measurement of the gamma 
heating. One of the considered solutions is the use of optical 
fibered systems.  

In the first section are presented the main principles of 
gamma heating measurements in low-power reactors, and 
especially the system that was used for. In the second section 
are presented the results of test measurements performed in 
the EOLE reactor. 

II. GAMMA HEATING MEASUREMENTS USING OPTICAL FIBERS

A. Overview and general principles
Nuclear heating in material arises from the local deposition

of energy carried by neutrons, prompt photons issued from 
fissions, radiative captures and inelastic neutron scattering, 
and delayed photons emitted by fissions and activation 
product decays. This energy is transferred to the electrons
through neutral particle interactions, and finally deposited in 
the material. 

Among the different existing techniques, two are 
particularly suitable for gamma heating measurements in ZPR: 
thermo-luminescent dosimetry (TLD) and optically stimulated 
luminescent dosimetry (OSLD). Both techniques are based on 
the luminescence emitted by the recombination of trapped 
electrons after a thermal or optical stimulation of the detector. 
Usually TLDs and OSLDs are small pellets of luminescent 
material with high photon sensitivity stacked in metal 
pillboxes. The main drawback is that the readout process is 
performed offline, out of core. 

In order to allow a remote and/or on-line measurement of 
the gamma heating in the core, different types of fibered 
setups are also based on the same physical principles, the 
optical fiber carrying both the light or thermal stimulation for 
the readout procedure and the TL or OSL signal emitted 
consequently. A comprehensive review of gamma dosimetry 
techniques can be found in [5]. 
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B. Description of the fibered-OSLD system
A complete description of the system can be found in [6][7],

its main principles are summed up hereafter. An overview of 
the system can be seen Fig. 1. The OSL reader includes a 16-
channel optical fiber switch actuated by a stepper motor, an 
optical case and power/USB electronics. The OSL reader is 
linked to a laptop handled through dedicated software. An 
OSL fiber sensor consists of an optical fiber cable (armoured 
with iron thread) with an SMA connector at one end and a 
steel case at the other. The steel case is rigidly fixed onto the 
cable extremity. It protects the OSL crystal (Al2O3:C crystals, 
 1 mm, 1 mm long) affixed near the end of a silica fiber and
provides a stable coupling of light. The sensors exhibit
circular symmetry along the fiber/crystal axis.

After irradiation, each OSL sensor is remotely stimulated 
using a continuous wave (CW) diode-pumped solid-state laser 
(@532 nm, 200 mW initially) and bleached for a next use. The 
reader works in the CW mode (i.e. CW-OSL). The OSL 
resulting from the stimulation of the crystal, emitted at 
410 nm, is then collected by the optical fiber, separated by a 
dichroic beam-splitter, filtered and eventually detected by a 
photomultiplier in photon-counting mode. 

Fig. 1.  Schematic of the fibered-OSL reader of the CEA/LIST [6]. 

III. TEST MEASUREMENTS IN THE EOLE REACTOR

A. Absolute dose calibration
The first step in gamma dose measurements is to

characterize the detector response to the absorbed gamma 
dose. Detectors were calibrated in a pure gamma field at a 
distance of 80 cm of a 60Co source, whose β− decay leads to 
the emission of two gamma rays at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV. The 
three sensors show the same behavior with significantly 
different sensitivities, and a second order polynomial was 
adjusted to the data (Fig. 2). 

For comparison measurements in EOLE, OSLD pellets 
(alumina encapsulated in polyester, from Landauer [8]) 

stacked in stainless-steel pillboxes were also calibrated in a 
pure gamma field, up to an integrated dose of 2 Gy. Their 
responses are linear. 

Fig. 2.  OSL signal versus dose for the three fibered-OSL sensors (markers) 
and calibration curves (lines). 

B. Experimental setup
This system was tested in the EOLE reactor. In order to

reach better statistics, measurements were carried out with the 
most sensitive fibered OSL sensor (#2). The reader was 
located on the top of the EOLE core, the fiber going inside the 
core through a plastic tube connected at the upper end of an 
aluminum overclad. 

The OSLD crystal connected to the fiber was set slightly 
above the core mid-plane, maintained in position by an 
aluminum shim. Below this sensor, two Landauer nanoDots 
OLSD pellets in a stainless-steel pillbox were used for 
comparison purpose, as long as other ones in an equivalent
position, but without the fiber atop of them (Fig.3). 

Fig. 3.  Schematic axial cut of the detectors localization in the core (dashed-
line: mid-core plane). Inside the overclad is air, outside is air (background 
measurement) or borated water (irradiation). 

C. Results and discussion
The results for the comparison between the fibered-OSLD

and the OSLD pellets are shown in Table I. Measurements 
carried out during irradiations show a very good agreement, 
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similar to their respective uncertainties. The discrepancy 
between the OSLD pellets and the fibered-OSLD in the same 
channel is 3.5%, while the difference between the fibered-
OSLD and the OSLD pellets in the equivalent position is 
0.1%. However, the fibered-OSLD was only calibrated up to 
0.9 Gy, so the absolute dose value at 1.2 Gy could slightly be 
biased. Complementary calibration measurements to higher 
doses must be carried out to obtain a more accurate value. 

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN OSLD PELLETS AND THE FIBERED-OSLD SYSTEM 

(UNCERTAINTIES AT 1 STANDARD DEVIATION).

Detector Irradiation

fibered-OSLD 1197 ± 33 mGy
OSLD pellets in same channel as 

fibered-OSLD 1241 ± 11 mGy

OSLD pellets in equivalent 
position 1196 ± 13 mGy

Another interesting feature of the fibered-OSL system is the 
presence of a radio-luminescence (RL) signal during the 
irradiations. However, in order to use this signal for dose or 
dose rate measurements, it would require a calibration of the 
RL response of the sensors with respect to dose and to dose 
rate [9].

Nevertheless, some limitations appeared when using this 
system in EOLE. The main one was that the read-out time of 
the fibered sensor, from the start of the laser stimulation to the 
bleaching of the OSL crystal, is similar to the irradiation 
duration. Another improvement could be to enable the readout 
of the OSL during irradiation, which requires the increase of 
the laser power. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS

Remote gamma heating measurements were performed in 
the EOLE reactor using a fibered setup. Standard OSLD 
pellets were also used for comparison purpose during the 
irradiations in the core. 

The two measurement techniques are in good agreement 

(within a few percent), and the reproducibility of the 
measurements of the fibered-OSLD was measured around 3%.  

Further development could improve the use of this remote 
system in ZPRs, such as the decrease of the readout time down 
to a few seconds, the characterization of the behavior of the 
detector when the readout is performed during irradiation, and 
the calibration and the use of the RL signal observed. 
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B. Description of the fibered-OSLD system
A complete description of the system can be found in [6][7],

its main principles are summed up hereafter. An overview of 
the system can be seen Fig. 1. The OSL reader includes a 16-
channel optical fiber switch actuated by a stepper motor, an 
optical case and power/USB electronics. The OSL reader is 
linked to a laptop handled through dedicated software. An 
OSL fiber sensor consists of an optical fiber cable (armoured 
with iron thread) with an SMA connector at one end and a 
steel case at the other. The steel case is rigidly fixed onto the 
cable extremity. It protects the OSL crystal (Al2O3:C crystals, 
 1 mm, 1 mm long) affixed near the end of a silica fiber and
provides a stable coupling of light. The sensors exhibit
circular symmetry along the fiber/crystal axis.

After irradiation, each OSL sensor is remotely stimulated 
using a continuous wave (CW) diode-pumped solid-state laser 
(@532 nm, 200 mW initially) and bleached for a next use. The 
reader works in the CW mode (i.e. CW-OSL). The OSL 
resulting from the stimulation of the crystal, emitted at 
410 nm, is then collected by the optical fiber, separated by a 
dichroic beam-splitter, filtered and eventually detected by a 
photomultiplier in photon-counting mode. 

Fig. 1.  Schematic of the fibered-OSL reader of the CEA/LIST [6]. 

III. TEST MEASUREMENTS IN THE EOLE REACTOR

A. Absolute dose calibration
The first step in gamma dose measurements is to

characterize the detector response to the absorbed gamma 
dose. Detectors were calibrated in a pure gamma field at a 
distance of 80 cm of a 60Co source, whose β− decay leads to 
the emission of two gamma rays at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV. The 
three sensors show the same behavior with significantly 
different sensitivities, and a second order polynomial was 
adjusted to the data (Fig. 2). 

For comparison measurements in EOLE, OSLD pellets 
(alumina encapsulated in polyester, from Landauer [8]) 

stacked in stainless-steel pillboxes were also calibrated in a 
pure gamma field, up to an integrated dose of 2 Gy. Their 
responses are linear. 

Fig. 2.  OSL signal versus dose for the three fibered-OSL sensors (markers) 
and calibration curves (lines). 

B. Experimental setup
This system was tested in the EOLE reactor. In order to

reach better statistics, measurements were carried out with the 
most sensitive fibered OSL sensor (#2). The reader was 
located on the top of the EOLE core, the fiber going inside the 
core through a plastic tube connected at the upper end of an 
aluminum overclad. 

The OSLD crystal connected to the fiber was set slightly 
above the core mid-plane, maintained in position by an 
aluminum shim. Below this sensor, two Landauer nanoDots 
OLSD pellets in a stainless-steel pillbox were used for 
comparison purpose, as long as other ones in an equivalent
position, but without the fiber atop of them (Fig.3). 

Fig. 3.  Schematic axial cut of the detectors localization in the core (dashed-
line: mid-core plane). Inside the overclad is air, outside is air (background 
measurement) or borated water (irradiation). 

C. Results and discussion
The results for the comparison between the fibered-OSLD

and the OSLD pellets are shown in Table I. Measurements 
carried out during irradiations show a very good agreement, 
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similar to their respective uncertainties. The discrepancy 
between the OSLD pellets and the fibered-OSLD in the same 
channel is 3.5%, while the difference between the fibered-
OSLD and the OSLD pellets in the equivalent position is 
0.1%. However, the fibered-OSLD was only calibrated up to 
0.9 Gy, so the absolute dose value at 1.2 Gy could slightly be 
biased. Complementary calibration measurements to higher 
doses must be carried out to obtain a more accurate value. 

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN OSLD PELLETS AND THE FIBERED-OSLD SYSTEM 

(UNCERTAINTIES AT 1 STANDARD DEVIATION).

Detector Irradiation

fibered-OSLD 1197 ± 33 mGy
OSLD pellets in same channel as 

fibered-OSLD 1241 ± 11 mGy

OSLD pellets in equivalent 
position 1196 ± 13 mGy

Another interesting feature of the fibered-OSL system is the 
presence of a radio-luminescence (RL) signal during the 
irradiations. However, in order to use this signal for dose or 
dose rate measurements, it would require a calibration of the 
RL response of the sensors with respect to dose and to dose 
rate [9].

Nevertheless, some limitations appeared when using this 
system in EOLE. The main one was that the read-out time of 
the fibered sensor, from the start of the laser stimulation to the 
bleaching of the OSL crystal, is similar to the irradiation 
duration. Another improvement could be to enable the readout 
of the OSL during irradiation, which requires the increase of 
the laser power. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS

Remote gamma heating measurements were performed in 
the EOLE reactor using a fibered setup. Standard OSLD 
pellets were also used for comparison purpose during the 
irradiations in the core. 

The two measurement techniques are in good agreement 

(within a few percent), and the reproducibility of the 
measurements of the fibered-OSLD was measured around 3%.  

Further development could improve the use of this remote 
system in ZPRs, such as the decrease of the readout time down 
to a few seconds, the characterization of the behavior of the 
detector when the readout is performed during irradiation, and 
the calibration and the use of the RL signal observed. 
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